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ABSTRAK 

 

Mia Windari. 2023. The Students’ Ability In Translating Feature 

Article And The Errors They Made: A Study Of The Third Year 

Students Of English Department Of Universitas Negeri Padang. 

Tujuan penerjemahan adalah untuk menemukan padanan makna 

yang diungkapkan dari bahasa sumber ke bahasa sasaran. Hal ini sejalan 

dengan kebutuhan informasi di era global ini dimana masyarakat 

mengakses informasi dari berbagai sumber seperti jurnal, artikel, surat 

kabar. Informasi tersebut mungkin mengandung terminologi yang sulit 

dipahami. Jadi, pemindahan makna dari bahasa sumber ke bahasa sasaran 

harus akurat, dapat diterima, dan dapat dibaca. Kemudian, penelitian ini 

bertujuan untuk mengetahui kemampuan siswa dalam menerjemahkan 

artikel feature dari bahasa Inggris ke Indonesia dan untuk mengetahui 

kesalahan apa yang dilakukan siswa dalam menerjemahkan artikel feature. 

Dalam penelitian deskriptif ini, populasinya adalah mahasiswa Jurusan 

Bahasa Inggris yang terdaftar pada tahun ajaran 2018/2019. Cluster 

random sampling digunakan dalam penelitian ini sebagai cara untuk 

mendapatkan sampel. Sampelnya adalah kelas siswa yang mengambil 

terjemahan bahasa Inggris-Indonesia yang terdiri dari 23 siswa. Hasil 

penelitian yang diperoleh dalam penelitian ini adalah (1) kemampuan 

penerjemahan siswa dalam menerjemahkan artikel feature cukup baik; (2) 

dan kesalahan terjemahan siswa yang paling sering ditemukan adalah 

kesalahan tata bahasa. 

Kata Kunci : Kemampuan Terjemahan, Kesalahan Terjemahan, 

Artikel Feature 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Mia Windari. 2023. The Students’ Ability In Translating Feature 

ArticleAnd The Errors They Made: A Study Of The Third Year 

Students Of English Department Of Universitas Negeri Padang. 

 The purpose of translation is to find the equivalent meaning expressed 

from the source language to the target language. It gets along with the need of 

information in this global era where people access information from various 

sources like journals, articles, newspapers. The information may contain 

terminologies which are difficult to be understood. So, transferring meaning from 

source language to the target language have to be accurate, acceptable, and 

readable. Then, this study aims to find out the students' ability in translating 

feature article from English to Indonesia and to find out what errors students made 

in translating feature article. In this descriptive research, the population was the 

students of English Department who are registered in 2018/2019. Cluster random 

sampling was used in this study as a way to get a sample. The sample was a class 

of the students who took English-Indonesian translation which consist of 23 

students.The results of this research that have obtained in this study were (1) 

students’ translation ability in translating feature articlewas fairly good; (2) and 

the students’ translation errors that were most commonly found grammatical 

errors. 

 

Keywords : Translation Ability, Translation Error, Feature Article 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of the Study 

Language develops and grows following the peoples’ life development. 

Therefore, language and people have a close relationship. People convey their 

opinions, ideas, emotions, behaviors, and experiences through language. It means 

that people interact with each other through language. Language helps people to 

say things and communicate their communicative needs as a medium of 

communication.Since a long ago in the people communication, the work of 

translating in the written and oral forms has a significant role for academic and 

non academic purposes.However, scholarly research of translation has only 

recently started in the last sixty years. This discipline is now commonly 

recognised as translation studies in English-speaking countries (Munday, 

2008:120). 

Translation, according to Jacobson (2004), is a method in which a 

translator converts an original written text (the source text or ST) in the original 

verbal language (the source language or SL) into a written text (the target text or 

TT) in a different verbal language (the target language or TL).To put it another 

way, translation is the process of moving context, message, and style from one 

language to another.The best translation services ensure that the original text is 

translated without losing any of its original significance, context, or 

comprehension (Ben-Rafael, 2006). To do so, translators must be careful and 

comprehensive in their interpretation of the original content's use, purpose, and 
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context.This is accomplished through a number of contextual focuses, including 

the piece's social, linguistic, and personal contexts. As a result, translators are 

expected to ensure that the meaning of the content is fully evident in the translated 

piece. 

It's not just about changing an SL to a TL when it comes to translation. A 

translator should understand what translation is and how it should be produced. 

There are systems that involve several operations.According to Munday 

(2008:40), the translation process has three stages: examination, in which the 

surface structure (i.e. the meaning as provided in the source language) is 

examined grammatical relationship and meaning of the word and combinations of 

terms; transfer, in which the analyzed content is moved from the source language 

to the receptor language in the translator's mind; and restructuring, in which the 

transferred data is restructured such that the final message is completely 

understandable in the receiver's language. 

Despite the fact that translation is widely taught in language classes, errors 

in translation are still frequently found in students' translation items. However, 

there are no fixed models for categorizing translation errors.Since translation 

errors are caused by a number of factors, such as a lack of understanding or the 

misuse of words, there are several classifications of errors found in research 

(Hatim, 2001). According to Pojprasat (2007), there are three types of translation 

errors: Semantic errors, Syntactic errors, and Cultural errors. Semantic errors deal 

with any mistranslation of words, which can be a single word, collocations, or 

idioms. Syntactic errors refer to mistranslation of sentence structures or 
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grammatical structures. Cultural errors are any errors that are caused by cultural 

differences.This categorization of errors in the classroom may expose students' 

language or translation abilities. 

A translator's ability to translate must be good and competence in order to 

provide a good translation product that is easily understood by the readers. 

Translation competence (TC) is made up of fourcomponents according to  

Angelelli (2009) as cited by Sundari and Febriyanti (2016), the components of 

translation competence as grammatical competence, which includes vocabulary, 

morphology, syntax, and grapheme; textual competence; pragmatic competence, 

which includes illocutionary and sociolinguistic competence; and strategic 

competence. 

Feature article plays an important role in the development of technology 

and information. A lot of various informations nowadays are written in the form 

of feature article such as: newspaper, online articles, magazines and blogs. Feature 

is a writing that can educate, entertain, provide information, and so on regarding 

aspects of life in a variety of styles (Zain,1993). According to Daniel R. 

Williamson as cited by Sudarman (2008) feature is  a creative sometimes 

subjective article that designed primarily to entertain and inform readers about 

events, situation, or aspect of a person’s life. A feature is complete when it brings 

together the fact of an event and the author’s opinion into the introduction, 

description and conclusion. In features, the news can be more interesting and stay 

relevant. Feature article usually developed from a news that has a little relevance . 

for example, writing about a situation or event, a person, a thought about science, 
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health and other things that are presented in a light and entertaining way. The 

structure of feature article consists of Title, Lead, Lead contains the most 

important points to draw the reader’s attention and as a bridge between lead and 

body, the body, and the ending that leads to concludes what is being told 

Translating feature article  presents its own unique challenges for college 

students. Much of it has to do with the fact that feature articles are made up of 

different sections and types, each with their own style and language. Those 

challenges are such as; style, terminology, and culture. The first is style. Each 

event of usually has its own language style. Therefore, it makes the students 

difficult to translate the language style from the source language to the target 

language. The second is terminology. In certain topic of feature article usually use 

certain terms of language. One term in one particular place is not always accepted. 

Therefore, it makes the students difficult to translate. The last is culture. Language 

is culturally bound. Therefore, in translating the students also should consider the 

culture of the source language and the target language.  

Althoughfeature article plays an important role in the development of 

technology and information. They further mentions that there are some problems 

related with students’ accuracy in translation. The students have difficulty in 

understanding the feature article. Most of the students do not know what kind of 

grammar that used in the feature article. Besides, the understanding of the feature 

article, many students translate the whole text “word-for-word”. Translation is 

concerned with words, but not with words alone. Even word-for-word translation 
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can sometimes be misleading that makes the information contained in the text is 

not conveyed and understood well. 

Therefore, it is important to conduct study related feature article. The 

study related to students’ ability and errors in translation, indeed, has been 

conducted by several researchers. The first study was conducted by Yessy & 

Sinambela (2018) entitled “An Analysis of Students’ Ability In Translating The 

Analytical Exposition Text”. This study found that many students cannot translate 

a text well especially analytical exposition text. The students did not know how to 

explore their idea and they had less vocabularies so that they did not understand 

the aim of the text. tried to find out the kinds of translation students used and to 

find out students’ ability in translating the analytical exposition text. The sample 

of the study was the class XI-CK of SMKN 11 Medan. The result of the study 

indicated that the students’ ability in translating analytical exposition text is 

categorized as good enough. This finding was identified from the students’ score 

in translating the text. The score obtained by the students was higher than the 

successful criteria required by the institution. 

The next study was conducted by Sari (2019) entitled “An Error Analysis 

on Student’s Translation Text”. The problem of this study is there are still many 

students’ errors in translating text. The subject of the study was the fifth semester 

students of English Education department of STKIP PGRI Sidoarjo. The findings 

of this research revealed that students make two types of errors in translating text 

from Indonesian into English: lexical and grammatical errors. Lexical errors are 

errors in choosing the English terms that are suitable in the sense of the English 
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language and culture to replace Indonesian words. Missing in the use of tense, 

missing in the use of prepositions, and errors due to incomplete sentences are all 

examples of grammatical errors. Students' errors mean that they still have 

shortcomings in deciding diction (word selection) in English correctly and a lack 

of comprehension of English grammatical rules. 

Yuliasri (2016) conducted study about students’ common error in 

translation. This paper presented the common linguistic errors EFL students make 

in translating from their mother tongue to a foreign language. The subject of the 

study was the four semester students of English Education Department at State 

University of Semarang. The result of this study indicated that there were some 

common linguistic errors in students‘ Indonesian-English translations identified, 

which include diction, including technical terms, noun phrase, word class, gerund 

after preposition, number (singular/plural), collocation, parallelism, subject-verb 

agreement, wh-clause, double predicate (run-on), voice (active/passive), and 

fragment (no predicate). 

Furthermore, Silalahi & Sipayung (2021) conducted a study about 

students’ ability in translating recount text entitled “An Ability in Translating 

Recount Text by Using Translating Strategies”. The problem of this study is the 

students did not understand the text they read because the lack of vocabularies and 

they have many grammatical errors. The subject of the study was the first grade 

students of senior high school Yayasan Perguruan Keluarga (YPK) 

Pematangsiantar.In this study, it found that there are ten translation strategies that 

students used in translating the recount text. They are; transference strategy, 
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naturalization strategy, cultural equivalent strategy, transposition strategy, 

modulation strategy, the recognized translation strategy, the compensation 

strategy, expansion strategy, couplets strategy, and triplets strategy. And the 

students’ preceptions towards the translating tasks which are given by their 

teacher is that the translating task can help them enhance their reading habit and 

increase their vocabularies. 

The fifth study was conducted by Saffarian, Ghonsooly, &Akbari (2015) 

entitled “Cultural and Social Intelligences and Their Relationship to the Ability of 

Student Translators When Translating Cultural and Social Texts”. The problem of 

this study is there is still lack of students capability to adapt and communicate 

appropriately with different cultural context. study aimed to investigate the 

relationship between cultural, social intelligences and student translators’ ability 

in translating cultural and social texts. The sample of  this study is 82 iranian 

senior translator students of Tabaran and Imam Reza Universities of Mashhad. 

The correlational findings indicated that there is a significant relationship  

between cultural intelligence and students translators’ ability in translating 

cultural and social text.  

The sixth study was conducted by Koman, Hartono, &Yuliasri (2019) 

entitled “Translation Errors in Students’ Indonesian-English Translation Practice”. 

there are still many errors that students face in translating from Indonesian into 

English. The subject of this study were the students in Indonesian - English 

Translation Course ofEnglish Education Undergraduate Program, 

UNNES.According to the ATA's Framework for Standardized Error Making, 
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there were 21 translation errors in 26 error categories as a result of the study. 

Finally, the grammar, syntax, and faithfulness errors were the three most common 

types of errors created by the students.Extratextual factors such as sender, 

purpose, receiver, medium, time, motive, and text feature affected the errors the 

most. Furthermore, lexis was a contributing factor in making mistakes. 

The seventh study was conducted by Putra, Masriyah, &Sulaiman (2018) 

entitled “Students’ Translation Ability of Mathematical Representations 

(Symbolic and Visual) Based on Their Learning Styles”. This study focused on 

analyzingthe students’ ability of translation between mathematical representations 

(visual and symbolic) of visual, auditory or kinaesthetic learners. The problem of 

this study is each number of students made mistakes in transcribing between 

representations. The sample of this study were 3 junior high school students with 

different learning styles, having the similar mathematical ability.The findings of 

this study revealed that they can unpack the representations of a given resource at 

the unpacking the source stage by defining the information embedded in the 

source representations. As a first step in determining the target representations, 

they may prepare a formula or plan during the preliminary coordination stage. 

They can transfer information obtained from source representations to form target 

representations when constructing the target. They consider the target 

representations made by the representations of the given source when deciding 

equivalence. 

The eighth study was conducted by Salam, Akil, & Salman (2017) entitled 

“Translation Errors Made by Indonesian-English Translators in Crowdsourcing 
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Translation Application”. The problem of this study is there were many errors that 

faced by Indonesian - English translators in application Flitto.  tried to find out the 

kinds of translation errors made by Indonesian-English translators and the 

dominant kind of translation errors made by Indonesian-English translators in 

crowdsourcing translation application. 50 students were participated. According to 

the findings, there were 50 source language texts that were translated into 353 

target language texts, with a total of 350 translation variations. In total, 75 

translation errors were found in the 353 target language documents, accounting 

for 21.25 percent of the total. There were 3 (0.85%) translation errors in meaning 

inversion, 11 (3.12%) translation errors in meaning exclusion, 8 (2.27%) 

translation errors in meaning addition, 44 (12.46%) translation errors in meaning 

deviation, and 9 (2.55%) translation errors in meaning alteration.The most 

common form of translation error made by Indonesian-English translators was 

meaning deviation, which accounted for more than half (58,67%) of all translation 

errors. 

The ninth study was conducted by Sriwantaneeyakul (2018) entitled 

“Critical Reading Skills and Translation Ability of Thai EFL Students: Pragmatic, 

Syntactic, and Semantic Aspects”. This study aimed to investigate the differences 

in Thai-English translation ability between students with a high level of critical 

reading skill and students with a low level of critical reading skill, and to examine 

the relationship between translation ability and critical reading skill.The 

participants of the study were 60 English major students from a Thai university. 

The findings revealed a substantial difference in Thai-English translation ability 
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between students with a high level of critical reading skill and students with a low 

level of critical reading skill, as well as a significant relationship between 

translation ability and critical reading skill. The semantic element, specifically the 

incorrect use of words, was found to be the most common error committed by 

both groups of students in the translation error study. 

The last study was conducted by Azin&Trabizi (2016) entitled “The 

Relationship between Critical Thinking Ability of Iranian English Translation 

Students and Their Translation Ability”. The purpose of the present study was to 

examine the relationship between critical thinking and translation ability of 

Iranian English translation students.The participants of this study were 86 Iranian 

senior English translation students of Islamic Azad University, Islamshahr 

branch.There was no substantial difference in logical thinking skills between 

males and females, according to the results. As a result, it can be concluded that 

gender has no bearing on Iranian EFL students' critical thinking abilities. 

Furthermore, the findings of this study revealed that learners with higher critical 

abilities performed better in translation. These results emphasize the importance 

of instilling critical thinking skills in our students as well as incorporating 

problem-solving activities that include critical thinking into our teaching and 

learning processes. 

Based on those previous studies, a number of findings related to the 

students’ ability and error in translation were identified. The students’ ability in 

translation is categorized as good enough and the students who have critical 

thinking ability is claimed to have better translation result. There are also a 
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number of errors categories identified on students’ translation product. However, 

the data seemed to be limited since the kind of text used is limited. It is still 

possible for the students to make errors to translate another text. Moreover, the 

study related to the students’ ability and errors in translation is mostly conducted 

separately. None of the previous studies tried to combine between those two 

aspects. Therefore, a further study needs to be conducted.  

Based on the researcher’s observation in the third year students of English 

Department of Universitas Negeri Padang, it found that the students are still did 

errors in translation.In this study the researcher wants to investigate the students’ 

ability as well as the errors in translating feature article and used the third year 

students of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang as the subject of the 

study. It is hoped that the finding of study can broaden the body knowledge of 

translation.  

B. Identification of the Research Problem 

 Based on the background of the study, error at translation made is still 

commonly identified on students’ translation product. Moreover, the students’ 

ability in translation is also somewhat limited. Therefore, a further study needs to 

be conducted to obtain accurate data related to the students’ ability and error in 

translation at the third year students of English Department of Universitas Negeri 

Padang. In the current study the researcher investigates the students’ ability along 

with the students’ errors in translating news item text. 
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C. Limitation of the research problem 

 Based on the identification of problem, this research is limited on  

analysing the students’ ability and error in translating Feature Article at the third 

year students of English Department of UniversitasNegeri Padang. 

D. Formulation of the Research Problem 

 The problem of this research can be formulated as follow: “how is the 

students’ ability in translating feature articleof the third year students of English 

Department of UniversitasNegeri Padang and what are the errors made by the 

students in translating feature articleof the third year students of English 

Department of UniversitasNegeri Padang”. 

E. Research Questions 

1. How is the students’ ability in translating feature article? 

2. What are the errors made by the students in translating feature article? 

F. Purposes of the research 

1. To find out the students’ ability in translating feature article. 

2. To find out what the errors made by the students in translating feature 

article. 

G. Significance of the Research 

 The current study gives both theoretical and practical significance: 

Theoretically, the findings of this study adds new insights and knowledge of 

theoretical understanding related to the students’ ability and error translation in 
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translating feature article. Practically, the findings give benefit to several 

stakeholders i.e. readers and English lecturer.  

  For the readers, the result of this study gives information or data regarding 

students’ ability and error identified in translating feature article. As a result, it 

can enhance their understanding about translation especially feature article. For 

English lecturer, the findings of this study gives important information for the 

lecturer related to the students’ students’ ability and error identified in 

translating fetaure article. Therefore, the lecturer can evaluate their teaching 

strategies in teaching translation. 

H. Definition of the key terms 

1. Students’ ability means the capacity of the students to translate feature 

article from English to Bahasa Indonesia at the third year students of 

English Department ofUniversitasNegeri Padang. 

2. The students’ error means any mistakes made by the students in translating 

feature article from English to Bahasa Indonesia at the third year students 

of English Department of UniversitasNegeri Padang. 

3. Translating means transferring the meaning, message, and style from the 

source language into the target language 

4. Feature article is an English article that should be translated by the 

students to appropriate language of Bahasa Indonesia. 

 


